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OVERVIEW
The Ohrsom Gap Year is a nine-month
program which runs from September
to May and has been carefully
designed to empower students with
real-life skills and experiences. The
program is currently being offered to
South African, Australian, American
and UK Students. During this year,
students live in the centre of
Jerusalem in 

well-kept, high-end apartments.
These apartments are the students
base for the year, from which they will
go out to travel the world, partake in
internships, learn how to ski and
scuba dive, deepen their connection
to Israel and Judaism, volunteer in
ambulances and enjoy a host of other
incredible opportunities.
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During the year, there are two major
overseas trips. The first is to India. In
India, we go to an incredible Tiger
Safari, visiting Royal Bengal Tigers
and other animals (white tigers,
leopards, bears, etc.) in their natural
habitat. Bandhavgarh National Park
boasts the highest concentration of
tigers in the world.

We also experience the intense
beauty of the Himalayas during a
challenging and rewarding three day
hike, followed by a rejuvinating
Shabbat experience at the base of the
mountains in Dharamsala. In the past,
dependent on timing, we have
included an extra activity, such as a
day tour of New Dehli, visiting the Taj
Mahal in Agra, or watching an IPL
cricket match. 

Task: Can you spot the tiger

below?

OVERSEAS TRAVEL
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Towards the end of the year, we have
our much anticipated Europe trip. We
spend a few days traveling through
Poland to see, and bear witness with
our own eyes, the atrocities and
devastation of the Holocaust. We
learn about Jewish history and life in
Pre and Post-World War II Europe.

The second part of our time in Europe
is the more classic "EuroTour"
whirlwind of must-see places. We
travel to three or four additional
countries and tour some of the world's
most unbelievable sights. Have you
ever been to see the Northern Lights
in Norway? Or Skydived out of a
plane at 10,000ft? These are just two
of the unbelievable activities we've
done on our past Europe trips.

Whilst we're sure to visit some of the
more traditional European cities, we
also like to utilise the trip to expose
students to places they may not have
had on their bucket list, but yet are
incredible to experience in the
company of one's peers. 

In previous years we have visited
Paris whereby we took students to
Disneyland, or Venice where students
were lucky enough to skydive into the
beauty which lies over the Venetian
city. We have also taken students
through an island hopping tour of
Croatia, or the culturally thriving
Berlin. We aim to keep adding more
fascinating cities to the list. 
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The educational aspect of the program is dynamic and varied, concentrating
on both personal growth and professional development. 

 
Our students participate in internships at companies in Israel, learn about

Judaism and Jewish philosophy, volunteer as paramedics with Magen David
Adom (the national ambulance service in Israel) and learn the basics of

maintaining their own apartments. 

EDUCATION

Over the year, students attend a variety of
Jewish education institutions in Jerusalem.
Their time at these world-class facilities is

broken down into small periods of a week or
two at a time, which total between two and

three months of the year. 
 

In the beginning, students engage in half day
learning, which is followed by activities or tours

in the afternoon, such as a segway tour, go-
karting, shuk tour, etc. As the year continues,

the learning becomes slightly longer.
 

The Jewish learning isn't restricted to text-
based materials, but also engaging speakers
about a variety of topics, with the intention to

broaden the student's knowledge and
understanding and further help them grow into

young adults. 

Our month-long internships are organised
through J-Internship, the largest facilitator of
internships in Israel. During the first few weeks

of the Gap Year, each student will have a
meeting with an internship co-ordinator from J-
Internship with whom they will discuss what they
want to pursue and what their options may be. 

 
Despite the fact that our students are 18 years

old and don't necessarily have prior
qualifications, we have had students intern in the

emergency room of Shaare Tzedek hospital,
financial firms, think tanks, 3D printing studios,

special needs facilities and so on.
 

We have worked closely with J-Internship to
structure our process and make it as efficient as
possible. There is also the option for students to

find their own internships, if they have the
connections and prefer to go that route.

JEWISH
LEARNING INTERNSHIPS
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We focus a lot on building relationships and connections between students and educators. We believe
that learning from other people and having a role model and mentor is just as important, if not,

sometimes more important, than the actual content of what they learn.
 

We have a number of people who are dedicated to building these relationships which is done through
hosting students for different meals, visiting the students' apartments, having one-on-one meetings with
each student and in general, ensuring that the students have a young, fun and engaging role-model to

whom they can look for support and advice. 
 

These mentors build incredibly close and personal connections with each student over the year. We aim
to create an environment where students can build relationships with educators to ensure that they have

a safe space to explore and discover their Jewish identity without being criticised or judged.
 

The learning is designed to enhance and strengthen our students' Jewish identities, help our students
work on themselves to grow as individuals, and teach them about what it means to be a proud young Jew

in the modern world. 

MDA is the national ambulance service in Israel.
Students start this six-week experience with a

busy ten-day course, after which time they are
qualified as basic first responders.

 
The students are then placed on shifts in

ambulances responding, alongside practiced
paramedics, to real emergencies. 

 
Each students normally assists on the

ambulance several times a week for shifts that
last for up to eight hours. 

 
In the past, our students have delivered babies,
performed CPR, and responded to all kinds of

other emergencies to help save lives. 

Our students live independently in their own
apartments which are conveniently and

centrally located in the heart of Jerusalem. This
means students are responsible for cleaning up
after themselves, keeping their apartment tidy,
and doing their own laundry. We have a cleaner

who comes in regularly but whether or not a
student's bed is made on a daily basis is up to

their discretion.
 

Students are expected to take responsibility for
ensuring that they have their own clean clothes
and linen/bedding. We show each students how
to do laundry, sweep, and even clean a toilet. 

 
We provide three meals a day, every day of the
year. We aim to empower students by teaching
them how to shop and cook basic meals so that

by the end of the year they can be given a
budget and have the skills to go shopping and

independently prepare their own meals.

MAGEN DAVID
ADOM (MDA) 

MAINTAINING
OWN APARTMENT

EDUCATORS AND STAFF
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SKILL-BASED EXPERIENCES

Over the course of the year we participate in a number of skill-based and
interactive activities. This includes a ski trip in the North of Israel on Mount
Hermon and a couple weeks later we go to Eilat to do a scuba-diving course after
which our students receive their one-star open water PADI certification. 

We run the Jerusalem Marathon (or 10km) as a group and complete Yam L'Yam,
an incredible, multiple-day hike and camping trip across Israel. We visit a kibbutz
called Ein HaNetziv in the North of Israel, and we experience a week-in-the-life of
an IDF soldier through volunteering with Sar-El. We expand our knowledge about
and ability to defend and stand up for Israel with an Israel education/advocacy
course through StandWithUs. Our students return after the year truly feeling like
ambassadors for Israel.

During the periods in which our students have taken part in internships, MDA, and
Jewish learning, they often will have additional activities such as cooking classes,
yoga, meditation, and computer courses; we are always looking for more short
courses to enhance our students' abilities and skill sets. Throughout the year there
are exciting activities like an amazing race, escape room, graffiti tour in Tel Aviv
and much more!
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FAQ'S

Due to COVID-19, what will happen if we can't travel overseas?
The current world climate has presented us with a number of challenges, but as we have
done in Gap Year 2020, we will adapt to all the challenges going forward and continue to
create amazing programming. Should we be unable to travel to India and/or Europe in
2021, alternate programming will be substituted in. This would most likely include
additional travel and touring within Israel.

Who are the staff on the ground in Israel with the students?
Logistics:

Our logistical staff are like the parents of the program. They oversee all logistics on the
program and are responsible for the day-to-day activities and well-being of the students.
They travel around Israel and the world with the students and build an incredibly close
connection to the students whom they often host in their home and accompany to the
doctor if the situation arises.

Food:

We have staff who are solely responsible for arranging and providing food to the students
on the program. 

This includes shopping, teaching the students how to shop and cook a little and, in general,
ensuring that all food requirements are taken care of.

This process is carefully monitored and controlled by logistical staff on the ground in
Israel and in co-ordination with our staff in South Africa.

Education:

The final level of staff is educational staff. They are responsible for the education and
emotional well-being of our students. They co-ordinate the time the students spend
learning in Yeshiva or Seminary, and they focus on building relationships with the students.
This is done in multiple ways, from hosting students in their home for
meals/events/activites to a once-a-week, one-on-one session they have with each
student. The staff ensure that each student is given a space to connect, discuss issues, and
build a relationship with a mentor and role model. 

Transitioning from living at home to living in a foreign country without your family is not
always easy, which is why we provide as much support and guidance as possible. 
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Are there additional costs for overseas activities or anything else?
The trips overseas are covered by Ohrsom and are included in the price of the overall
program. This includes all travel, accommodation, food, additional insurance coverage,
entertainment, and activities. We cover all activities but sometimes there are optional add-
ons.

For example, when we go sky diving the program covers the actual jump but if a student
wants to have the whole experience on video, they can choose to pay for a videographer
to sky dive with them to catch this amazing experience on camera. Obviously, shopping,
SIM cards, and other spending money is at the student's discretion and not covered by the
program.

How do the apartments work? How are students divided in rooms?
During the program, students live independently in luxury apartments in the heart of
Jerusalem. We are very careful when choosing apartments in terms of location and
quality. We want our students to be situated in the centre of Jerusalem and near public
transport and we want to ensure that the apartments are of the highest standard. The
apartments need to be a safe and comfortable space for students. There are so many
elements of the year which push students to try new things and develop new skills through
different challenges and experiences, and we feel it is important that they have a safe and
comfortable place to call home.

Over the years our apartments have been different sizes to accomodate different group
sizes. We aim to have as many students room comfortably together in an apartment and,
as much as possible, we want to ensure that people are placed in apartments with their
friends.

How does Ohrsom ensure security throughout, particularly while travelling overseas?
The Ohrsom Gap Year Program is registered with MASA, which is closely linked to the
Israeli government. We co-ordinate every trip and activity throughout the year with the
MASA control room, which is constantly assessing threats and dangers and then
approving trips/activities and advising us on necessary medical and/or security
personnel. We are in constant communication with local partners to co-ordinate our travel
and activities overseas. When travelling or doing an activity we always ensure that we
have the necessary support staff; from sherpas and a medic for the hike in the Himilayas
to tour guides and security when necessary overseas.
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Why should I take a Gap Year in the first place? What's so special about the year?
A gap year can be the most powerful year imaginable! It is the chance to break free from
the norms of school and society and really learn about yourself and the world. It is a
chance to develop skills, have experiences, and build friendships for life.

The Ohrsom Gap Year has been specifically designed to empower our students with real-
world skills which will enable them to become well-rounded people who are motivated to
take responsibility to create positive change in the world. Since the inception of the
program, we have not had a problem with students re-acclimating to life back home. Our
staff visit throughout the year, so that a connection is made between them and that
relationship continues to develop in the years after they return home, study in university,
and enter the 'real world'. Many top universities and colleges around the world encrouage
applicants to take a gap year because they know that real-world skills and experiences
give you a head start in life. 

The Ohrsom Gap Year is your unique opportunity to step away from the expectations of
society and focus on building yourself. It is your chance to grow and mature into an
independent and responsible adult.

This program is a once in a lifetime experience designed to encourage self-development
and growth through fun, dynamic and engaging activities, experiences and adventures,
alongside other students who will become lifelong friends in the process.
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CONTACT US

SOUTH AFRICA, US AND UK
Lindy Kremer

+27 (84) 4010260 
lindykremer@ohrsomstudent.com

MELBOURNE

Benjamin Michelson 
+61 420 905 758

info@ohrsomstudent.com.au

SYDNEY
Gabi Resnick

+61 424 492 784
sydney@ohrsomstudent.com.au
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